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The Olenergies startup, flagship of the battery industry at the Great 
Exhibition of "Made in France" at the Elysée Palace. 

 
 

Olenergies, designer-manufacturer of smart connected lithium batteries was selected at the 
beginning of this year to showcase its innovative solutions by three organisations: the "Made 
in France" exhibition organised by the Élysée Palace, the GICAN "SEAStart" programme and the 
"La Fabrique Défense" exhibition launched by the French Ministry of Defence. The assets of 
Olenergies solutions that made the difference: French manufacture, environmental compliance, 
long life, on-board intelligence. 

 
Olenergies presents its know-how to the President of the Republic at the Élysée Palace. 
With its strong commitment to France, Olenergies has been selected from among 1,750 companies to 
participate in the "Made in France" exhibition at the Élysée Palace on 18 and 19 January. This exhibition 
will be held until 5 April at the Ministry of the Economy and Finance. 
On this occasion, the company presented one of its latest innovations: the OlenBox lithium battery, the 
most compact and high-performance battery in its category.  
Mainly dedicated to the replacement of lead batteries, its production is increasing to 75 units per week 
thanks to a new production line located in Montreuil, Seine-Saint-Denis. 
Julien Le Guennec, President of Olenergies, took this opportunity to present the company's industrial 
development plan to the President of the Republic Emmanuel Macron.  
The growth plan, guided by ethical and ecological choices, is particularly promising: technological 
breakthroughs, French industrial sector, job creation... the plan is structured, coherent and in line with 
the logic of the European Battery Alliance (EBA) to which Olenergies has just joined. 
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This vision, supported by the company's results, has won the government's support for the company. 
The founder of Olenergies continued discussions with the Minister of the Economy and Finance Bruno 
Le Maire, the Minister for Overseas France Annick Girardin, the Secretary of State Agnès Pannier-
Runacher, Yves Jego, who chairs the "Origine France Garantie" certification, Danielle Dubrac, Vice-
President CCI Paris Ile-de-France, as well as representatives of the Directorate General of Companies. 

Olenergies, know-how at the service of the most complex defence applications 
A member of the "Club Phoenix", supported by the French Ministry of the Armed Forces and winner of 
the Gican SEAstart start-up accelerator, Olenergies was also present at the "La Fabrique Défense" 
event on 17 and 18 January. 
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The company presented its systems dedicated to the specific applications and constraints of the 
Defence sector. On a first joint exhibition area with the French Navy, Gican and Naval Group, Olenergies 
exhibited its battery systems dedicated to the civil and defence naval sector for the construction of the 
ships of the future. In a second area, Olenergies presented its innovative battery solutions dedicated to 
the most extreme situations for other Army corps. 

On this occasion, Julien Le Guennec met with the French Minister of the Armed Forces Florence Parly 
to explain his future partnership with the Defence Innovation Agency dedicated to civil and military 
innovations. 

 
Olenergies: spearheading the industrial battery sector 
"I am very proud that Olenergies has been recognised and selected by all these bodies: "Airbus des 
batteries", "Fabriqué en France" and "La Fabrique Défense" exhibitions, Club Phoenix, Seastart 
Programme.... Olenergies, spearheading the French and European industrial development of batteries, 
contributes to national energy independence through its expertise and know-how in the design, 
manufacture and industrialisation of complex electrochemical storage systems, while respecting the 
environment. Designed and eco-built in France, Olenergies' batteries are high-performance, very long-
lasting and suitable for all applications, including the most demanding".  
Julien Le Guennec, President-Founder of Olenergies 
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About Olenergies 

Olenergies designs and manufactures long-lasting, intelligent and highly secure lithium batteries for: storing energy 
from renewable sources, replacing lead batteries, supplying power to vehicles, robots and ships, and bringing 
flexibility to electrical networks. 

Designing and building in France is at the heart of Olenergies' strategy: we want to create a new industrial sector 
that creates value and jobs in Europe, that favours short circuits and respects the environment. 

 

 


